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VOLUME FOR YOU

After creating my previous models, they were then abstracted on paper
creating completely new images. These were then taken and cut out
into different planes and shapes, from there through taping and folding, several paper abstract models were created and developed into a
model I was happy with. This was then refined and turned into my final
model made from foam core, utalising recessed joints to attempt to
create clean lines and accurate craftsmanship. After the completion of
the model a series of drawings were completed including, orthographic
drawings, perspective drawings, and an oblique drawing. As the model
is geometric and has straight lines it made this process much easier,
learning new drawing techniques such as one and two point perspective, and oblique, my skills were further developed and allowed me to
create drawings I am happy with.
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Throughout life sometimes no matter how much we try or pled, it seems like all hope is lost. This
scene attempts to evoke cold, disheartening and helpless emotions within the viewer. To create
a cold emotive quality, metal textures were used onto the model to make it look aggressive and
intimidating, and to emphasize its pointy nature. Blue is typically used for representing sad sentiments which is why it was implemented as the background, in a cracked rough texture. The word
stagnant has a double meaning, firstly because it is a 2D image and it has no physical movement,
but also to represent that “stagnant” feeling when nothing seems like it is moving, no matter what
you do to try and create momentum your life feels like it’s at a standstill.
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Being required to express our identities through the interpretation of a physical model,
I chose to select one of my qualities to represent, being determination. This was embodied through an intimidating looking cylindrical structure with a glowing sphere rising,
travelling through the cylinder. This signifying the metaphor “rising to the top” and getting through something even if it is tough.
For my dream model I tried the replicate a dream I had where there were many paths
I had to choose from, to determine where I would go in life. I represented this through
both creating a model that was confusing to the viewer as that was the main emotion
I was feeling in the dream, and by literally creating different paths all intertwining with
each other. When beginning the process of drawing my models it was quite difficult, as
my dream model is quite a complex shape with creasing that was hard to capture.
However, through carefully plotting the points and examining the heights and widths of
both my models, I was able to successfully replicate them through orthographic projections.

